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Movable Improved Charring Kiln has been designed and 

developed for charcoal production with charring capacity of 

very little to tons. It has capability to produce quality charcoal 

by carbonization process. The additional benefi t of the system 

is its movable feature that enables it to be transported easily 

and economically reducing the cost of charcoal production. 

It follows the theory of pyrolysis for making charchol. Pyrolysis 

of the biomass or any organic matter takes place when the 

temperature of the substance is increased to high under 

controlled or limited air supply inside the system. 

Some of the salient features of the movable charring kiln are:

• Economical and better effi ciency of approx. 25% to 30%.

• Movable feature of charring kiln, which enables it to convert more biomass into charcoal 

at the source.
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• Effective water-sand sealing property helps to assure proper air sealing.

• Effective carbonization of biomass takes less than 

10-12 hours depending on biomass resources used. 

• Low emission of harmful volatile into atmosphere 

and health risk is very low.

• About 4 m3 of biomass can be converted into 

charcoal per batch. 

Working Mechanism

The movable improved charring kiln is also 
known to be low emission and high yield charring 
technology.  It operates on the batch system, but in the 
case of small logging pieces and fi rewood, the feed 
could be semi continuous system. The kilns operates 
on fundamental principle of reverse draft mechanism. 
In MICK the charring process is performed by means  of 
direct combustion, hence some of the biomass is required  

Schematic diagram of MICK showing 
its working mechanism
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to be sacrifi ced to produce effective and required heat energy that helps in charring the remaining 
biomass.

Reverse draft mechanism

Under this mechanism, biomass is heated at the base. According to the principle of convection, 
the high temperature fl ue gas, which is the mixture of supersaturated water vapor released from 
the biomass and the volatile matter gradually moves in an upward direction (indicated by red 
arrow in fi gure. While moving upwards, the high temperature fl ue gas comes in contact with the 
wet biomass stacked above, heating it and consequently releasing the moisture content and water 
vapour. These substances further move upwards, until they get to the top. The top of the kiln is of 
frustum shape (conical, as convergent form). The fl ue gas at this stage starts to converge and form 
a comingle mixture of gas with the turbulence which further enhances the mixture. The entire 
system is air sealed, while a little amount of air is circulated from base. The gas mixture demands 
high amount of oxygen. The temperature and pressure exerted by the fl ue gas mixture increases. 
Since the cap of the bonnet is also sealed air tight, the gas mixture tends to move downwards.  
At the same time the four chimneys attached to the base are exposed to atmospheric pressure, 
which is less compared to the pressure inside the kiln. Due to this pressure variation a draft is 
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created, which leads to suction of the fl ue gas residue throughout the kiln. While doing this, the 
fl ue gas has to pass through high temperatures (~600 °C).  The volatile mixed with fl ue gas has the 
composition of combustible gases like Methane, Hydrogen etc. These gases, upon exposure to the 
high temperature, gets combusted. As a result, the fl ue gas that is released through the chimney 
contains very little volatile. 
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Collect suffi cient biomass for the kiln operation

Charcoal Making Process 
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Suffi ciently dry the collected  biomass in the sunlight
2



Place the kiln in fl at ground to the extent possible and 
stack the biomass properly 3



Horizontally stack dry small biomass on the base of the kiln
 up to the lower level of fi re gates 4



Stack medium sized branches and twigs radially up to the upper level of fi ring 
gates  maintaining a radial gap along chimney openings and gates 5



Press the biomass manually as much as possible to achieve 
maximum stacking 6



Use personal protective equipments (PPEs) during staking 
and fi ring 7



Stack biomass properly such that all biomass remain the kiln
8



Fix the second (body) part of the kiln after fi nishing the 
loading in fi rst (base) part 9



Stack the biomass in the body part as in the base part
10



Manually press the biomass as much as possible. Ensure 
grooves of the body are free to fi x the bonnet 11



Fix the bonnet at the top of body after loading 
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Ensure that the bonnet is properly fi xed into grooves
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Check the level of the bonnet at the top 
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Prevent leakages by sealing grooves with water or mud 
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Seal all possible leakages of the kiln by water or mud
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Fix all chimneys and seal with mud at joints
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Open all fi ring gates and prepare essential materials required 
for fi ring (matches, dry twigs etc) 18



Start fi ring from all gates at the same time 
19



Check if the biomass is properly burning in all gates. 
Once the fi ring is uniform in all gates, close the bonnet’s door. 20



If the black smoke emits from the chimney, open the 
gate adjacent to the chimney for a while 21



Observe the color of smoke emitting from chimneys. White smoke indicates the removal of 
moisture. Hence, keep the chimney damper  fully open during emission of white smoke 22



Yellowish smoke indicates removal of volatiles and in such 
case open the chimney damper partially 23



Close the chimney damper once  it starts to emit black smoke again
24



After a while open all chimneys  and gates, once the blue smoke starts to 
emit then close all chimneys and gates otherwise repeat the process 25



Seal joints of all gates with mud to prevent air leakages
26



Remove all chimneys, fi t the cap in joints and seal with mud
27



Seal the top cap of the bonnet with mud 
28



Seal all possible leakage points and let the kiln to cool down 
(approximately for 8 hours) 29



Unload the charcoal from gates, pack it into bags and 
store it on the dry area 30




